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Archetypes and tropes are character and narrative devices used to further stories. A strong woman usually
embodies certain traits see Inness, but does not need to encompass all of them. Aeryns physical military
training sets her up with the skills of a warrior, and although she struggles against her military training
throughout the series, she remains loyal to her friends and fights against those that would harm them. During
the show, the story line revolves around her consistently being rented out programmed for the pleasure of men,
mostly for sexual fantasy but occasionally as a high tech thief or a kidnapping negotiator. Television has seen
many strong women since Xena aired in , but has the representation of these characters changed or improved?
She constantly disobeys orders and breaks the rules, actions which are often excused. The increased volume
and specificity of the harassment including death threats prompted Sarkeesian to leave her home. Sarkeesian
canceled the event, however, feeling the planned security measures were insufficient given that the university
could not prohibit handguns in the venue per Utah state law. It is clear that Zoe agrees with Mals deep
resentment and hatred for the Alliance and quickly they are established as heroes trying to make it in a world
that hates them. When asked by ABC News why there was so much anger, she responded "I think it comes
from this idea that gaming is a male-dominated space, and that games are for men by men This is often
observed in news media, where there is a lack of coverage of specifically womens issues such as reproductive
rights or sexual harassment and assault. Since most of the starring roles were white heterosexual women, the
representation of queer or women of colour played an important role in the analysis of those few characters.
Additionally people of colour and queer people are hardly ever chosen to star in heroic roles. In true Star Trek
fashion, she values diplomacy over violence and only uses force when she sees no alternative. An example
that couples her manipulation and her tendencies to play judge and jury with the enemy is found in Home: Part
1. This portrayal of female characters is also evident in childrens cartoons. Finally, the paper concludes with a
discussion of why it is critical to foster television media that supports feminist ideals and breaks out of
traditional oppressive gender binaries in order to promote, encourage and envision a just future society. The
difficulty resulted from gender normsdifferent expectations and opportunities for boys and girls. To maintain
Ill Make a Man Out of You 17 ad revenue, they created the empowered woman that would appeal to women
desiring female characters beyond housewives and maids and also to male viewers by putting the characters in
sexy outfits and giving them fancy weapons. She was informed by her professor that The audience doesnt
want to listen to a bunch of women talking about whatever it is women talk about, Kesler,  She is the lightning
rod for debate and discussion, however caustic it may be. This is disappointing considering that for over a
century-and-a-half feminist theorists have highlighted how what we now call gender is not biologically
determined but rather socially constructed as Patricia Hill Collins points out in Black Feminist Thought, and
Sojourner Truth raised this issue in her famous Aint I a Woman speech ,  She goes on to make the argument
that women are not different enough biologically to think differently and value specific things, even though
there are studies that suggest otherwise. Strength remains a central attribute to female characters, and is
seemingly highly valued both by society and within fandoms. Aeryn was born on a military ship and raised to
follow rules and obey orders. What stands out with Janeway is that she is still feminine without being
sexualized, she is a captain who happens to be female, not a female captain. John Connor: Because [ The
strong female characters I focused on were compared against a list of stereotypically masculine and feminine
gender specific attributes. Many of them are so familiar to audiences that their use can avoid excessive back
stories or historical contexts, but also makes stories obvious and easy to decipher. Buffy embodies
heterosexual masculinity in order to be deemed a warrior and the taken-forgranted masculinity inherent in this
role is played with and even pitted against traditional military structure during the fourth season of Buffy the
Vampire Slayer. As the show progresses, Roslin becomes more and more manipulative. Starbuck on Battlestar
Galactica, for instance, is a fully realized strong, complex character on a dramatic series as opposed to Xena
who is placed in a historical context filled with campy dialogue reminding the viewer that she isnt real. The
show is written to elevate cooperation and emotional expression over the cold militaristic style and this sort of
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growth in Aeryn sets her apart from other strong women. Testing Against Archetypes I began this research
project because I noticed a scarcity of queer characters, representations of disability, and women of colour in
television, and when they did appear they were more often villainized, demonized and killed than their white,
straight, female counterparts. In each season, the evil villain becomes stronger and tougher to beat, but Buffy
knows that she is on the side of good and that she must keep fighting, although, in typical hero fashion she
occasionally questions her powers and her mission. Although the creators have developed a sympathetic
character in Echo it is clear in the marketing campaign for the program that Echos strength is not as important
as her body See Figure 2. Even today it is still exciting to see strong women taking control and kicking butt,
but that role isnt really very different from their male counterparts. All of the shows that I will discuss here
aired for at least fourteen episodes. Every trait Anita attributes to women, is a stereotype. Like Sarah Connor,
Zoe and Aeryn, she is highly trained and competent with weapons, using physical violence to resolve
conflicts. Her apparent toughness is demonstrated in the way she deals with cylons. Anita Sarkeesian at
TEDxWomen , , TEDx The Tropes vs Women project triggered a campaign of sexist harassment against
Sarkeesian that included rape and death threats, hacking of her webpages and social media, and doxing. I will
attempt to continue the conversation about womens representations in speculative fiction television and
expose the ways in which our society is influenced by how female characters are written, cast and developed.


